
 

 

Profile 
 

Trust, innovation, and experience drive Black Box’s journey as the Premier Global Digital 

Infrastructure Solution Integrator. 

 

Black Box (NSE: BBOX and BSE: 500463) is a trusted IT solutions provider delivering cutting-edge 

technology solutions & products and world-class consulting services to businesses around the 

globe. 

 

To accelerate business outcomes, differentiated solutions across Connectivity Infrastructure, 

Enterprise Networking, Modern Workplace, and Cybersecurity are delivered through a Global 

Delivery model across Managed and Professional Services. 

 

The Technology Products portfolio transforms operations for businesses with innovative products 

and solutions across AV, IoT, KVM, Networking, Infrastructure, and Cables. 

 

The breadth of global reach, continuous innovation, and depth of expertise accelerate customer 

success by bringing people, ideas, and technology together to solve real-world business 

problems. Since being founded in 1976, technology has changed, but the commitment to 

managing, maintaining, and securing the customer’s Digital Infrastructure remains steadfast for 

enterprises to focus on their crucial business priorities. 

 

Black Box serves clients worldwide through an expanded offerings portfolio and an extended 

geographical reach in 35+ countries across North America, Latin America, Europe, Asia Pacific, 

Middle East & Africa. 

 

The uniqueness of being an orchestrator of technology solutions for customers across verticals is 

further augmented through a pool of 4000+ global representatives across on-site and offsite, 

including highly skilled and certified technicians and solution architects who understand and 

recommend technology solutions tailored to the customer organization. 

 

Accountability and transparency, embracing global citizenship, and nurturing diversity are the value 

drivers of Black Box. The strive for continuous innovation anticipates the ever-changing needs of 

customers to accelerate their success. 

 

Black Box delivers transformative technology solutions and seamless services in partnership with 

global technology leaders like Avaya, Aruba, Cisco, Commscope, Corning, Extreme, Fortinet, 

Genesys, HPE, Juniper, Mitel, Nutanix, Palo Alto, Poly, Trend Micro, UiPath, and Verint. 

 

For more information, log on to www.blackbox.com  or email info@blackbox.com 
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#BlackBox #BBOX #CustomerExperience #Technology #SolutionIntegrator #DigitalTransformation 
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